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Statement of Purpose

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

My name is……………….., permanent resident of ……………………previously ……………………..son of…………..and 
………………... I was born in………. To speak about myself, I would like to say that I have been splendid 
student in all my academic embankments, helpfulness is something that resides in my veins. 
In addition, I have always been a very good and quick learner whole my life; as a result, I have 
gotten appreciation and applause for everything I have done so far. My immense interest in 
accounting emerged with my early exposure towards accounting course since my 
schooldays.

I look up to my parents as a driving factor to move ahead in life for they never miss a chance 
to admire me and my work; Needless to say, they have heavily sup-ported me throughout my 
academic journey. Perhaps, I strongly agree when people say “I have inherited lots of their 
attributes such as: resilience, humble-ness, hardworking attitude and thankfulness.” I have 
always realized the im-portance of  Higher education in my life. The fact cannot be denied 
that education makes one social, cultured and civilized. Therefore, I passed my S.L.C with 1st 
di-vision (78.88%) from Ketu English boarding School Ramche in 2015. Subsequent-ly, I enrolled 
into Liverpool international secondary school, Nayabaneshwor, Kathmandu from where I 
completed my intermediate level with 58.10 % aggre-gate in 2017. 

In the process of choosing my future destination, I came across Australia and has regarded it 
as one of the best destination to expand my talent into the field of ac-counting. Therefore, I 
joined IELTS classes and managed to score band score 5.5 overall in IELTS; which is not 
however, I still believe not my full capacity. 

REASON TO CHOOSE AUSTRALIA  
Accountancy is crucial as it provides updates on the finance health of the com-pany. It 
advises the company of the progress and impending problems that needs to be addressed. 
This is the department that makes numbers and figures an exciting topic during management 
meetings. In the 2015 QS World Univer-sity Rankings: Accounting and Finance, six (6) Australian 
universities were cited in the Top 50 band.  Total of seventeen (17) Australian universities were 
cited in the Top 200: 2015 QS World University Rankings: Accounting and Finance. The Times 
Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2015 has cited thirty-one (31) Australian 
universities in the Top 800 band. Students of accountancy in Australia are taught using the 
state of the art tech-nology available in the field of accountancy. Education providers invest in 
de-veloping systems, applications and researches. The chance of getting experi-enced 
accounting educators with different racial backgrounds is high. Interna-tional students are 
exposed to various disciplines, allowing them to understand the practices in other parts of the 
world. There are three (3) professional ac-counting bodies for accountants in Australia: CPA 
Australia, Institute of Char-tered Accountants and Institute of Public Accountants. Completing 
an accred-ited degree is the recognised pathway to associate membership to CPA Aus-tralia 
and Institute of Chartered Accountants.  

There are number of reasons to why I chose Australia as my destination for fur-ther studies.
*Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.

*UK’s climate, weather and cost of living are not as attractive as those of Austral-ia.
*USA’s tuition fees are more or less similar with those of Australia; however, USA does not 
practice a uniform, whole nation accreditation system like Australia. I am also not guaranteed 
the quality of service after making such huge investment.

*Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment, and ranks as third most 
sought destination for international students with its universities con-sistently ranked among 
the top universities in the world.

*Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies frame-work and this 
gives strong confidence to its quality.

*Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputa-tion for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification.

*Australia provides unique kind of education and a learning style that encourages innovative, 
creative and independent thinking culture.

*More importantly, the nursing education in Australia is world renowned to be practical with 
primary focus on employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia 
are very successful in finding jobs and holding promi-nent position in my country.

*Australia also practices ESOS act (Education Service for Oversees Students) for international 
students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our rights 
to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study and 
other relevant information about institution.

*CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) is 
also an important factor of Australian Education System which en-sures quality education to 
international students.

*TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Australia. 

Why Sydney? 

Sydney is one of the major cities in Australia; it is well familiar with top class edu-cation and 
technologies. Along with this, it is the best place than any other cities due to climate, nature of 
people and educational institutes. Climatic conditions of Sydney are also similar to Nepal so 

we can easily adjust over there. Thousands of international students from different countries 
come to fulfil their ambitions in Sydney, so it is a multicultural city having rich blend of 
ethnicities. Studying in such environment of Australia’s educational and financial hub will 
definitely give me international exposure which can turn out to be very beneficial in future.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL 

Also, I chose to study in Australia over my home country Nepal. My country is my pride no 
matter what but unfortunately, my country is still struggling through political, economic as 
well as social stability. These instabilities is af-fecting the life of people, from students to 
employees. The frequent strikes and shutting down of institutions and organization is affecting 
the life of people. The education system is also being affected due to frequent strikes. Also, the 
educational curriculum in Nepal is narrowed down to theories only. The prac-tical approach is 
skipped in all most all of the courses. So to enhance my ca-pability to fit in the job market and 
meet the employer’s requirement I want to unlock all my capabilities through theoretical as 
well as practical approach. I have learnt that Australia provides best possible education 
through both theo-retical and practical approach.

I did extensive research in Nepal and visited the Universities ( Pokhara, Purb-anchal and 
Tribhuvan) here for a Bachelors course first. But seeing the sylla-bus and theoretical way of 
handling things, I thought studying a Vocational sector program will be better as they are 
courses, which were established for their Vocational focus. I then checked out different 
colleges in Nepal like Tribhuvan University (their vocational sector), Acme College, Kathmandu 
col-lege etc. But here too I found a dearth in the way the subjects were taught. In fact the 
syllabus of the diplomas offered by them were outdated. None of the advances in the field, nor 
the use of technology was seen. This prompted me to look overseas for my higher 
qualification.

REASON FOR CHOOSING THE EDUCATION PROVIDER (AIA) 

I have chosen Australian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian International Academy because of 
its unique feature, facilities (services) and its location. AIA is a professional college located in 
Australia, which mostly fo-cuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management, Child 
care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and compete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to all 
of its students and continually investing in latest tech-nology, spaces, and support services. It 
also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure indi-viduals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling service provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transportation. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Education and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the other ed-ucation provider like 
Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course but the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 per year 
respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 12,000 for Diploma of Accounting which last for 78 
weeks and AUD 15,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information Technology that lasts for 78 
weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology related courses. I do not have 
any confusion that this college would provide me every-thing that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international students.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 

and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

Australasian International Academy aims at all times to provide a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training or-ganization, Australasian 
International Academy (AIA) is bound to comply with the Vocational Quality Framework (VQF), 
the National Code of Practice 2007 and other requirements specified by the Australian Skills 
Quality Author-ity (ASQA). Furthermore, AIA has affordable college fee which is one of the 
considerable factor coming from a developing country. In addition, its class timetable is 
flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. 

REASON TO CHOOSE THE PARTICULAR COURSE (Diploma and Advanced Diplo-ma of Accounting) 

There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Edu-cation and Training 
Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, going 
through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and knowledge 
and I will get a chance to learn about Accounting in more depth. My chosen course teaches 
the account-ing skills required in every business sector, giving graduates a very competitive 
edge when looking for employment in this field. The course has been designed to produce 
qualified accountants and focus on preparing students for a career in banking, insurance, 
investment, and financial services.

To my observation, all the units during study are equally important and seem to be designed 
to meet the need of Accounting and Business field. The study of diploma of accounting 78 
weeks course contains 11 units including where I will learn to prepare financial reports to 
corporate entities, manage budget and forecast, Implement and maintain internal control 
procedure, provide financial and business performance information, prepare tax 
documentation for individ-ual, provide management accounting information as a core unit 

and prepare financial reports, prepare financial transactions and so on as elective unit. 
Whereas Advance diploma of  accounting 78 weeks course contain 14 units, where I will learn 
to interpret and use financial strategy and tools, apply eco-nomic principles to work in 
financial service industry as a core unit and man-age budget and forecasts and so on as an 
elective unit. 

Accountancy can provide a pathway for the below job titles:
- Taxation officers
- Bankers
- Entrepreneurs
- Forensic Accountants  
- Investment Managers
- Auditors
- Stockbroking Managers
- Traders
- Investment Analysts
- Financial Advisors
- Management Consultants

Regarding My Finance and Future Plan:
 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to spon-sor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal 
is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look 
after them as I come back.I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educa-tional matters along with gaining 
international experience.
 

I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational mat-ters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of ad-vance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree es-pecially Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) and Bachelor of Business 
(Pro-fessional Accounting). After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will also get a 2 
years’ Post Study Work (PSW) service under which I’ll get a chance to work in Australia which 
will help me in gaining some experience in my field. After gaining an international experience, 
skill and knowledge I will like to return my own country, Nepal and start my own business of 
Taxation and Auditing or I could also find a good job in some reputed multinational 
companies such as Unilever Nepal, Coca-cola, Hyatt regency, Chaudhary Group (CG) etc. Not 
only that, I can also get job at reputed financial institu-tions such as Nepal Bank, Nabil Bank, 
Everest Bank, Standard Chartered Bank etc or even in I/NGOs or private firms at the post of 
Senior Accountant or even as Financial Advisor. I am confident that within couple of years I 
can meet up the all expenses which I spend on Australia because my expected sala-ry will be 
90,000-100,000 NRS, according to salaryexplorers.com (that enlist the average salary of 
professionals in Nepal). Since, I am the only son of my parents; I have a lot of responsibilities 
towards them which I must fulfill. So, after graduation I’ll return to Nepal and fulfill all the 
dreams of my parents. I believe a prolonging career in this field. I will also do my best to 
defend chal-lenges in the knowledge acquiring stages and go on my aim smoothly. 
 
Moreover, being the youngest son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and en-couraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
ca-reer. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my de-gree and some experience, I will return back to 
my country.

Conclusion: 

Also, I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like;
- Maintaining 80% of attendance
- Work permit of 40hrs per fortnight
- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
- Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
- Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details.
- I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Vi-sa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condition. 

Finally, I believe that my study in the field of Accounting will provide me with a sound base for 
further study. Therefore, I hope to have a positive response to-wards my proposed study in 
Australia and request you to grant me a visa permis-sion required for the same.

Sincerely 

………………………..
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enter and compete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to all 
of its students and continually investing in latest tech-nology, spaces, and support services. It 
also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure indi-viduals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling service provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transportation. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Education and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the other ed-ucation provider like 
Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course but the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 per year 
respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 12,000 for Diploma of Accounting which last for 78 
weeks and AUD 15,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information Technology that lasts for 78 
weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology related courses. I do not have 
any confusion that this college would provide me every-thing that I have expected.
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1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
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 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 

and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

Australasian International Academy aims at all times to provide a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training or-ganization, Australasian 
International Academy (AIA) is bound to comply with the Vocational Quality Framework (VQF), 
the National Code of Practice 2007 and other requirements specified by the Australian Skills 
Quality Author-ity (ASQA). Furthermore, AIA has affordable college fee which is one of the 
considerable factor coming from a developing country. In addition, its class timetable is 
flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. 

REASON TO CHOOSE THE PARTICULAR COURSE (Diploma and Advanced Diplo-ma of Accounting) 

There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Edu-cation and Training 
Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, going 
through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and knowledge 
and I will get a chance to learn about Accounting in more depth. My chosen course teaches 
the account-ing skills required in every business sector, giving graduates a very competitive 
edge when looking for employment in this field. The course has been designed to produce 
qualified accountants and focus on preparing students for a career in banking, insurance, 
investment, and financial services.

To my observation, all the units during study are equally important and seem to be designed 
to meet the need of Accounting and Business field. The study of diploma of accounting 78 
weeks course contains 11 units including where I will learn to prepare financial reports to 
corporate entities, manage budget and forecast, Implement and maintain internal control 
procedure, provide financial and business performance information, prepare tax 
documentation for individ-ual, provide management accounting information as a core unit 

and prepare financial reports, prepare financial transactions and so on as elective unit. 
Whereas Advance diploma of  accounting 78 weeks course contain 14 units, where I will learn 
to interpret and use financial strategy and tools, apply eco-nomic principles to work in 
financial service industry as a core unit and man-age budget and forecasts and so on as an 
elective unit. 

Accountancy can provide a pathway for the below job titles:
- Taxation officers
- Bankers
- Entrepreneurs
- Forensic Accountants  
- Investment Managers
- Auditors
- Stockbroking Managers
- Traders
- Investment Analysts
- Financial Advisors
- Management Consultants

Regarding My Finance and Future Plan:
 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to spon-sor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal 
is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look 
after them as I come back.I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educa-tional matters along with gaining 
international experience.
 

I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational mat-ters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of ad-vance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree es-pecially Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) and Bachelor of Business 
(Pro-fessional Accounting). After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will also get a 2 
years’ Post Study Work (PSW) service under which I’ll get a chance to work in Australia which 
will help me in gaining some experience in my field. After gaining an international experience, 
skill and knowledge I will like to return my own country, Nepal and start my own business of 
Taxation and Auditing or I could also find a good job in some reputed multinational 
companies such as Unilever Nepal, Coca-cola, Hyatt regency, Chaudhary Group (CG) etc. Not 
only that, I can also get job at reputed financial institu-tions such as Nepal Bank, Nabil Bank, 
Everest Bank, Standard Chartered Bank etc or even in I/NGOs or private firms at the post of 
Senior Accountant or even as Financial Advisor. I am confident that within couple of years I 
can meet up the all expenses which I spend on Australia because my expected sala-ry will be 
90,000-100,000 NRS, according to salaryexplorers.com (that enlist the average salary of 
professionals in Nepal). Since, I am the only son of my parents; I have a lot of responsibilities 
towards them which I must fulfill. So, after graduation I’ll return to Nepal and fulfill all the 
dreams of my parents. I believe a prolonging career in this field. I will also do my best to 
defend chal-lenges in the knowledge acquiring stages and go on my aim smoothly. 
 
Moreover, being the youngest son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and en-couraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
ca-reer. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my de-gree and some experience, I will return back to 
my country.

Conclusion: 

Also, I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like;
- Maintaining 80% of attendance
- Work permit of 40hrs per fortnight
- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
- Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
- Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details.
- I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Vi-sa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condition. 

Finally, I believe that my study in the field of Accounting will provide me with a sound base for 
further study. Therefore, I hope to have a positive response to-wards my proposed study in 
Australia and request you to grant me a visa permis-sion required for the same.

Sincerely 

………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

My name is……………….., permanent resident of ……………………previously ……………………..son of…………..and 
………………... I was born in………. To speak about myself, I would like to say that I have been splendid 
student in all my academic embankments, helpfulness is something that resides in my veins. 
In addition, I have always been a very good and quick learner whole my life; as a result, I have 
gotten appreciation and applause for everything I have done so far. My immense interest in 
accounting emerged with my early exposure towards accounting course since my 
schooldays.

I look up to my parents as a driving factor to move ahead in life for they never miss a chance 
to admire me and my work; Needless to say, they have heavily sup-ported me throughout my 
academic journey. Perhaps, I strongly agree when people say “I have inherited lots of their 
attributes such as: resilience, humble-ness, hardworking attitude and thankfulness.” I have 
always realized the im-portance of  Higher education in my life. The fact cannot be denied 
that education makes one social, cultured and civilized. Therefore, I passed my S.L.C with 1st 
di-vision (78.88%) from Ketu English boarding School Ramche in 2015. Subsequent-ly, I enrolled 
into Liverpool international secondary school, Nayabaneshwor, Kathmandu from where I 
completed my intermediate level with 58.10 % aggre-gate in 2017. 

In the process of choosing my future destination, I came across Australia and has regarded it 
as one of the best destination to expand my talent into the field of ac-counting. Therefore, I 
joined IELTS classes and managed to score band score 5.5 overall in IELTS; which is not 
however, I still believe not my full capacity. 

REASON TO CHOOSE AUSTRALIA  
Accountancy is crucial as it provides updates on the finance health of the com-pany. It 
advises the company of the progress and impending problems that needs to be addressed. 
This is the department that makes numbers and figures an exciting topic during management 
meetings. In the 2015 QS World Univer-sity Rankings: Accounting and Finance, six (6) Australian 
universities were cited in the Top 50 band.  Total of seventeen (17) Australian universities were 
cited in the Top 200: 2015 QS World University Rankings: Accounting and Finance. The Times 
Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2015 has cited thirty-one (31) Australian 
universities in the Top 800 band. Students of accountancy in Australia are taught using the 
state of the art tech-nology available in the field of accountancy. Education providers invest in 
de-veloping systems, applications and researches. The chance of getting experi-enced 
accounting educators with different racial backgrounds is high. Interna-tional students are 
exposed to various disciplines, allowing them to understand the practices in other parts of the 
world. There are three (3) professional ac-counting bodies for accountants in Australia: CPA 
Australia, Institute of Char-tered Accountants and Institute of Public Accountants. Completing 
an accred-ited degree is the recognised pathway to associate membership to CPA Aus-tralia 
and Institute of Chartered Accountants.  

There are number of reasons to why I chose Australia as my destination for fur-ther studies.
*Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.

*UK’s climate, weather and cost of living are not as attractive as those of Austral-ia.
*USA’s tuition fees are more or less similar with those of Australia; however, USA does not 
practice a uniform, whole nation accreditation system like Australia. I am also not guaranteed 
the quality of service after making such huge investment.

*Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment, and ranks as third most 
sought destination for international students with its universities con-sistently ranked among 
the top universities in the world.

*Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies frame-work and this 
gives strong confidence to its quality.

*Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputa-tion for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification.

*Australia provides unique kind of education and a learning style that encourages innovative, 
creative and independent thinking culture.

*More importantly, the nursing education in Australia is world renowned to be practical with 
primary focus on employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia 
are very successful in finding jobs and holding promi-nent position in my country.

*Australia also practices ESOS act (Education Service for Oversees Students) for international 
students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our rights 
to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study and 
other relevant information about institution.

*CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) is 
also an important factor of Australian Education System which en-sures quality education to 
international students.

*TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Australia. 

Why Sydney? 

Sydney is one of the major cities in Australia; it is well familiar with top class edu-cation and 
technologies. Along with this, it is the best place than any other cities due to climate, nature of 
people and educational institutes. Climatic conditions of Sydney are also similar to Nepal so 

we can easily adjust over there. Thousands of international students from different countries 
come to fulfil their ambitions in Sydney, so it is a multicultural city having rich blend of 
ethnicities. Studying in such environment of Australia’s educational and financial hub will 
definitely give me international exposure which can turn out to be very beneficial in future.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL 

Also, I chose to study in Australia over my home country Nepal. My country is my pride no 
matter what but unfortunately, my country is still struggling through political, economic as 
well as social stability. These instabilities is af-fecting the life of people, from students to 
employees. The frequent strikes and shutting down of institutions and organization is affecting 
the life of people. The education system is also being affected due to frequent strikes. Also, the 
educational curriculum in Nepal is narrowed down to theories only. The prac-tical approach is 
skipped in all most all of the courses. So to enhance my ca-pability to fit in the job market and 
meet the employer’s requirement I want to unlock all my capabilities through theoretical as 
well as practical approach. I have learnt that Australia provides best possible education 
through both theo-retical and practical approach.

I did extensive research in Nepal and visited the Universities ( Pokhara, Purb-anchal and 
Tribhuvan) here for a Bachelors course first. But seeing the sylla-bus and theoretical way of 
handling things, I thought studying a Vocational sector program will be better as they are 
courses, which were established for their Vocational focus. I then checked out different 
colleges in Nepal like Tribhuvan University (their vocational sector), Acme College, Kathmandu 
col-lege etc. But here too I found a dearth in the way the subjects were taught. In fact the 
syllabus of the diplomas offered by them were outdated. None of the advances in the field, nor 
the use of technology was seen. This prompted me to look overseas for my higher 
qualification.

REASON FOR CHOOSING THE EDUCATION PROVIDER (AIA) 

I have chosen Australian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian International Academy because of 
its unique feature, facilities (services) and its location. AIA is a professional college located in 
Australia, which mostly fo-cuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management, Child 
care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and compete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to all 
of its students and continually investing in latest tech-nology, spaces, and support services. It 
also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure indi-viduals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling service provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transportation. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Education and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the other ed-ucation provider like 
Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course but the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 per year 
respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 12,000 for Diploma of Accounting which last for 78 
weeks and AUD 15,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information Technology that lasts for 78 
weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology related courses. I do not have 
any confusion that this college would provide me every-thing that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international students.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 

and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

Australasian International Academy aims at all times to provide a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training or-ganization, Australasian 
International Academy (AIA) is bound to comply with the Vocational Quality Framework (VQF), 
the National Code of Practice 2007 and other requirements specified by the Australian Skills 
Quality Author-ity (ASQA). Furthermore, AIA has affordable college fee which is one of the 
considerable factor coming from a developing country. In addition, its class timetable is 
flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. 

REASON TO CHOOSE THE PARTICULAR COURSE (Diploma and Advanced Diplo-ma of Accounting) 

There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Edu-cation and Training 
Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, going 
through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and knowledge 
and I will get a chance to learn about Accounting in more depth. My chosen course teaches 
the account-ing skills required in every business sector, giving graduates a very competitive 
edge when looking for employment in this field. The course has been designed to produce 
qualified accountants and focus on preparing students for a career in banking, insurance, 
investment, and financial services.

To my observation, all the units during study are equally important and seem to be designed 
to meet the need of Accounting and Business field. The study of diploma of accounting 78 
weeks course contains 11 units including where I will learn to prepare financial reports to 
corporate entities, manage budget and forecast, Implement and maintain internal control 
procedure, provide financial and business performance information, prepare tax 
documentation for individ-ual, provide management accounting information as a core unit 

and prepare financial reports, prepare financial transactions and so on as elective unit. 
Whereas Advance diploma of  accounting 78 weeks course contain 14 units, where I will learn 
to interpret and use financial strategy and tools, apply eco-nomic principles to work in 
financial service industry as a core unit and man-age budget and forecasts and so on as an 
elective unit. 

Accountancy can provide a pathway for the below job titles:
- Taxation officers
- Bankers
- Entrepreneurs
- Forensic Accountants  
- Investment Managers
- Auditors
- Stockbroking Managers
- Traders
- Investment Analysts
- Financial Advisors
- Management Consultants

Regarding My Finance and Future Plan:
 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to spon-sor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal 
is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look 
after them as I come back.I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educa-tional matters along with gaining 
international experience.
 

I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational mat-ters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of ad-vance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree es-pecially Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) and Bachelor of Business 
(Pro-fessional Accounting). After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will also get a 2 
years’ Post Study Work (PSW) service under which I’ll get a chance to work in Australia which 
will help me in gaining some experience in my field. After gaining an international experience, 
skill and knowledge I will like to return my own country, Nepal and start my own business of 
Taxation and Auditing or I could also find a good job in some reputed multinational 
companies such as Unilever Nepal, Coca-cola, Hyatt regency, Chaudhary Group (CG) etc. Not 
only that, I can also get job at reputed financial institu-tions such as Nepal Bank, Nabil Bank, 
Everest Bank, Standard Chartered Bank etc or even in I/NGOs or private firms at the post of 
Senior Accountant or even as Financial Advisor. I am confident that within couple of years I 
can meet up the all expenses which I spend on Australia because my expected sala-ry will be 
90,000-100,000 NRS, according to salaryexplorers.com (that enlist the average salary of 
professionals in Nepal). Since, I am the only son of my parents; I have a lot of responsibilities 
towards them which I must fulfill. So, after graduation I’ll return to Nepal and fulfill all the 
dreams of my parents. I believe a prolonging career in this field. I will also do my best to 
defend chal-lenges in the knowledge acquiring stages and go on my aim smoothly. 
 
Moreover, being the youngest son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and en-couraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
ca-reer. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my de-gree and some experience, I will return back to 
my country.

Conclusion: 

Also, I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like;
- Maintaining 80% of attendance
- Work permit of 40hrs per fortnight
- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
- Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
- Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details.
- I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Vi-sa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condition. 

Finally, I believe that my study in the field of Accounting will provide me with a sound base for 
further study. Therefore, I hope to have a positive response to-wards my proposed study in 
Australia and request you to grant me a visa permis-sion required for the same.

Sincerely 

………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

My name is……………….., permanent resident of ……………………previously ……………………..son of…………..and 
………………... I was born in………. To speak about myself, I would like to say that I have been splendid 
student in all my academic embankments, helpfulness is something that resides in my veins. 
In addition, I have always been a very good and quick learner whole my life; as a result, I have 
gotten appreciation and applause for everything I have done so far. My immense interest in 
accounting emerged with my early exposure towards accounting course since my 
schooldays.

I look up to my parents as a driving factor to move ahead in life for they never miss a chance 
to admire me and my work; Needless to say, they have heavily sup-ported me throughout my 
academic journey. Perhaps, I strongly agree when people say “I have inherited lots of their 
attributes such as: resilience, humble-ness, hardworking attitude and thankfulness.” I have 
always realized the im-portance of  Higher education in my life. The fact cannot be denied 
that education makes one social, cultured and civilized. Therefore, I passed my S.L.C with 1st 
di-vision (78.88%) from Ketu English boarding School Ramche in 2015. Subsequent-ly, I enrolled 
into Liverpool international secondary school, Nayabaneshwor, Kathmandu from where I 
completed my intermediate level with 58.10 % aggre-gate in 2017. 

In the process of choosing my future destination, I came across Australia and has regarded it 
as one of the best destination to expand my talent into the field of ac-counting. Therefore, I 
joined IELTS classes and managed to score band score 5.5 overall in IELTS; which is not 
however, I still believe not my full capacity. 

REASON TO CHOOSE AUSTRALIA  
Accountancy is crucial as it provides updates on the finance health of the com-pany. It 
advises the company of the progress and impending problems that needs to be addressed. 
This is the department that makes numbers and figures an exciting topic during management 
meetings. In the 2015 QS World Univer-sity Rankings: Accounting and Finance, six (6) Australian 
universities were cited in the Top 50 band.  Total of seventeen (17) Australian universities were 
cited in the Top 200: 2015 QS World University Rankings: Accounting and Finance. The Times 
Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2015 has cited thirty-one (31) Australian 
universities in the Top 800 band. Students of accountancy in Australia are taught using the 
state of the art tech-nology available in the field of accountancy. Education providers invest in 
de-veloping systems, applications and researches. The chance of getting experi-enced 
accounting educators with different racial backgrounds is high. Interna-tional students are 
exposed to various disciplines, allowing them to understand the practices in other parts of the 
world. There are three (3) professional ac-counting bodies for accountants in Australia: CPA 
Australia, Institute of Char-tered Accountants and Institute of Public Accountants. Completing 
an accred-ited degree is the recognised pathway to associate membership to CPA Aus-tralia 
and Institute of Chartered Accountants.  

There are number of reasons to why I chose Australia as my destination for fur-ther studies.
*Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.

*UK’s climate, weather and cost of living are not as attractive as those of Austral-ia.
*USA’s tuition fees are more or less similar with those of Australia; however, USA does not 
practice a uniform, whole nation accreditation system like Australia. I am also not guaranteed 
the quality of service after making such huge investment.

*Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment, and ranks as third most 
sought destination for international students with its universities con-sistently ranked among 
the top universities in the world.

*Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies frame-work and this 
gives strong confidence to its quality.

*Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputa-tion for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification.

*Australia provides unique kind of education and a learning style that encourages innovative, 
creative and independent thinking culture.

*More importantly, the nursing education in Australia is world renowned to be practical with 
primary focus on employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia 
are very successful in finding jobs and holding promi-nent position in my country.

*Australia also practices ESOS act (Education Service for Oversees Students) for international 
students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our rights 
to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study and 
other relevant information about institution.

*CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) is 
also an important factor of Australian Education System which en-sures quality education to 
international students.

*TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Australia. 

Why Sydney? 

Sydney is one of the major cities in Australia; it is well familiar with top class edu-cation and 
technologies. Along with this, it is the best place than any other cities due to climate, nature of 
people and educational institutes. Climatic conditions of Sydney are also similar to Nepal so 

we can easily adjust over there. Thousands of international students from different countries 
come to fulfil their ambitions in Sydney, so it is a multicultural city having rich blend of 
ethnicities. Studying in such environment of Australia’s educational and financial hub will 
definitely give me international exposure which can turn out to be very beneficial in future.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL 

Also, I chose to study in Australia over my home country Nepal. My country is my pride no 
matter what but unfortunately, my country is still struggling through political, economic as 
well as social stability. These instabilities is af-fecting the life of people, from students to 
employees. The frequent strikes and shutting down of institutions and organization is affecting 
the life of people. The education system is also being affected due to frequent strikes. Also, the 
educational curriculum in Nepal is narrowed down to theories only. The prac-tical approach is 
skipped in all most all of the courses. So to enhance my ca-pability to fit in the job market and 
meet the employer’s requirement I want to unlock all my capabilities through theoretical as 
well as practical approach. I have learnt that Australia provides best possible education 
through both theo-retical and practical approach.

I did extensive research in Nepal and visited the Universities ( Pokhara, Purb-anchal and 
Tribhuvan) here for a Bachelors course first. But seeing the sylla-bus and theoretical way of 
handling things, I thought studying a Vocational sector program will be better as they are 
courses, which were established for their Vocational focus. I then checked out different 
colleges in Nepal like Tribhuvan University (their vocational sector), Acme College, Kathmandu 
col-lege etc. But here too I found a dearth in the way the subjects were taught. In fact the 
syllabus of the diplomas offered by them were outdated. None of the advances in the field, nor 
the use of technology was seen. This prompted me to look overseas for my higher 
qualification.

REASON FOR CHOOSING THE EDUCATION PROVIDER (AIA) 

I have chosen Australian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian International Academy because of 
its unique feature, facilities (services) and its location. AIA is a professional college located in 
Australia, which mostly fo-cuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management, Child 
care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and compete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to all 
of its students and continually investing in latest tech-nology, spaces, and support services. It 
also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure indi-viduals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling service provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transportation. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Education and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the other ed-ucation provider like 
Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course but the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 per year 
respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 12,000 for Diploma of Accounting which last for 78 
weeks and AUD 15,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information Technology that lasts for 78 
weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology related courses. I do not have 
any confusion that this college would provide me every-thing that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international students.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 

and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

Australasian International Academy aims at all times to provide a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training or-ganization, Australasian 
International Academy (AIA) is bound to comply with the Vocational Quality Framework (VQF), 
the National Code of Practice 2007 and other requirements specified by the Australian Skills 
Quality Author-ity (ASQA). Furthermore, AIA has affordable college fee which is one of the 
considerable factor coming from a developing country. In addition, its class timetable is 
flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. 

REASON TO CHOOSE THE PARTICULAR COURSE (Diploma and Advanced Diplo-ma of Accounting) 

There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Edu-cation and Training 
Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, going 
through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and knowledge 
and I will get a chance to learn about Accounting in more depth. My chosen course teaches 
the account-ing skills required in every business sector, giving graduates a very competitive 
edge when looking for employment in this field. The course has been designed to produce 
qualified accountants and focus on preparing students for a career in banking, insurance, 
investment, and financial services.

To my observation, all the units during study are equally important and seem to be designed 
to meet the need of Accounting and Business field. The study of diploma of accounting 78 
weeks course contains 11 units including where I will learn to prepare financial reports to 
corporate entities, manage budget and forecast, Implement and maintain internal control 
procedure, provide financial and business performance information, prepare tax 
documentation for individ-ual, provide management accounting information as a core unit 

and prepare financial reports, prepare financial transactions and so on as elective unit. 
Whereas Advance diploma of  accounting 78 weeks course contain 14 units, where I will learn 
to interpret and use financial strategy and tools, apply eco-nomic principles to work in 
financial service industry as a core unit and man-age budget and forecasts and so on as an 
elective unit. 

Accountancy can provide a pathway for the below job titles:
- Taxation officers
- Bankers
- Entrepreneurs
- Forensic Accountants  
- Investment Managers
- Auditors
- Stockbroking Managers
- Traders
- Investment Analysts
- Financial Advisors
- Management Consultants

Regarding My Finance and Future Plan:
 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to spon-sor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal 
is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look 
after them as I come back.I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educa-tional matters along with gaining 
international experience.
 

I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational mat-ters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of ad-vance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree es-pecially Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) and Bachelor of Business 
(Pro-fessional Accounting). After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will also get a 2 
years’ Post Study Work (PSW) service under which I’ll get a chance to work in Australia which 
will help me in gaining some experience in my field. After gaining an international experience, 
skill and knowledge I will like to return my own country, Nepal and start my own business of 
Taxation and Auditing or I could also find a good job in some reputed multinational 
companies such as Unilever Nepal, Coca-cola, Hyatt regency, Chaudhary Group (CG) etc. Not 
only that, I can also get job at reputed financial institu-tions such as Nepal Bank, Nabil Bank, 
Everest Bank, Standard Chartered Bank etc or even in I/NGOs or private firms at the post of 
Senior Accountant or even as Financial Advisor. I am confident that within couple of years I 
can meet up the all expenses which I spend on Australia because my expected sala-ry will be 
90,000-100,000 NRS, according to salaryexplorers.com (that enlist the average salary of 
professionals in Nepal). Since, I am the only son of my parents; I have a lot of responsibilities 
towards them which I must fulfill. So, after graduation I’ll return to Nepal and fulfill all the 
dreams of my parents. I believe a prolonging career in this field. I will also do my best to 
defend chal-lenges in the knowledge acquiring stages and go on my aim smoothly. 
 
Moreover, being the youngest son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and en-couraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
ca-reer. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my de-gree and some experience, I will return back to 
my country.

Conclusion: 

Also, I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like;
- Maintaining 80% of attendance
- Work permit of 40hrs per fortnight
- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
- Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
- Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details.
- I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Vi-sa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condition. 

Finally, I believe that my study in the field of Accounting will provide me with a sound base for 
further study. Therefore, I hope to have a positive response to-wards my proposed study in 
Australia and request you to grant me a visa permis-sion required for the same.

Sincerely 

………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

My name is……………….., permanent resident of ……………………previously ……………………..son of…………..and 
………………... I was born in………. To speak about myself, I would like to say that I have been splendid 
student in all my academic embankments, helpfulness is something that resides in my veins. 
In addition, I have always been a very good and quick learner whole my life; as a result, I have 
gotten appreciation and applause for everything I have done so far. My immense interest in 
accounting emerged with my early exposure towards accounting course since my 
schooldays.

I look up to my parents as a driving factor to move ahead in life for they never miss a chance 
to admire me and my work; Needless to say, they have heavily sup-ported me throughout my 
academic journey. Perhaps, I strongly agree when people say “I have inherited lots of their 
attributes such as: resilience, humble-ness, hardworking attitude and thankfulness.” I have 
always realized the im-portance of  Higher education in my life. The fact cannot be denied 
that education makes one social, cultured and civilized. Therefore, I passed my S.L.C with 1st 
di-vision (78.88%) from Ketu English boarding School Ramche in 2015. Subsequent-ly, I enrolled 
into Liverpool international secondary school, Nayabaneshwor, Kathmandu from where I 
completed my intermediate level with 58.10 % aggre-gate in 2017. 

In the process of choosing my future destination, I came across Australia and has regarded it 
as one of the best destination to expand my talent into the field of ac-counting. Therefore, I 
joined IELTS classes and managed to score band score 5.5 overall in IELTS; which is not 
however, I still believe not my full capacity. 

REASON TO CHOOSE AUSTRALIA  
Accountancy is crucial as it provides updates on the finance health of the com-pany. It 
advises the company of the progress and impending problems that needs to be addressed. 
This is the department that makes numbers and figures an exciting topic during management 
meetings. In the 2015 QS World Univer-sity Rankings: Accounting and Finance, six (6) Australian 
universities were cited in the Top 50 band.  Total of seventeen (17) Australian universities were 
cited in the Top 200: 2015 QS World University Rankings: Accounting and Finance. The Times 
Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2015 has cited thirty-one (31) Australian 
universities in the Top 800 band. Students of accountancy in Australia are taught using the 
state of the art tech-nology available in the field of accountancy. Education providers invest in 
de-veloping systems, applications and researches. The chance of getting experi-enced 
accounting educators with different racial backgrounds is high. Interna-tional students are 
exposed to various disciplines, allowing them to understand the practices in other parts of the 
world. There are three (3) professional ac-counting bodies for accountants in Australia: CPA 
Australia, Institute of Char-tered Accountants and Institute of Public Accountants. Completing 
an accred-ited degree is the recognised pathway to associate membership to CPA Aus-tralia 
and Institute of Chartered Accountants.  

There are number of reasons to why I chose Australia as my destination for fur-ther studies.
*Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.

*UK’s climate, weather and cost of living are not as attractive as those of Austral-ia.
*USA’s tuition fees are more or less similar with those of Australia; however, USA does not 
practice a uniform, whole nation accreditation system like Australia. I am also not guaranteed 
the quality of service after making such huge investment.

*Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment, and ranks as third most 
sought destination for international students with its universities con-sistently ranked among 
the top universities in the world.

*Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies frame-work and this 
gives strong confidence to its quality.

*Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputa-tion for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification.

*Australia provides unique kind of education and a learning style that encourages innovative, 
creative and independent thinking culture.

*More importantly, the nursing education in Australia is world renowned to be practical with 
primary focus on employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia 
are very successful in finding jobs and holding promi-nent position in my country.

*Australia also practices ESOS act (Education Service for Oversees Students) for international 
students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our rights 
to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study and 
other relevant information about institution.

*CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) is 
also an important factor of Australian Education System which en-sures quality education to 
international students.

*TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Australia. 

Why Sydney? 

Sydney is one of the major cities in Australia; it is well familiar with top class edu-cation and 
technologies. Along with this, it is the best place than any other cities due to climate, nature of 
people and educational institutes. Climatic conditions of Sydney are also similar to Nepal so 

we can easily adjust over there. Thousands of international students from different countries 
come to fulfil their ambitions in Sydney, so it is a multicultural city having rich blend of 
ethnicities. Studying in such environment of Australia’s educational and financial hub will 
definitely give me international exposure which can turn out to be very beneficial in future.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL 

Also, I chose to study in Australia over my home country Nepal. My country is my pride no 
matter what but unfortunately, my country is still struggling through political, economic as 
well as social stability. These instabilities is af-fecting the life of people, from students to 
employees. The frequent strikes and shutting down of institutions and organization is affecting 
the life of people. The education system is also being affected due to frequent strikes. Also, the 
educational curriculum in Nepal is narrowed down to theories only. The prac-tical approach is 
skipped in all most all of the courses. So to enhance my ca-pability to fit in the job market and 
meet the employer’s requirement I want to unlock all my capabilities through theoretical as 
well as practical approach. I have learnt that Australia provides best possible education 
through both theo-retical and practical approach.

I did extensive research in Nepal and visited the Universities ( Pokhara, Purb-anchal and 
Tribhuvan) here for a Bachelors course first. But seeing the sylla-bus and theoretical way of 
handling things, I thought studying a Vocational sector program will be better as they are 
courses, which were established for their Vocational focus. I then checked out different 
colleges in Nepal like Tribhuvan University (their vocational sector), Acme College, Kathmandu 
col-lege etc. But here too I found a dearth in the way the subjects were taught. In fact the 
syllabus of the diplomas offered by them were outdated. None of the advances in the field, nor 
the use of technology was seen. This prompted me to look overseas for my higher 
qualification.

REASON FOR CHOOSING THE EDUCATION PROVIDER (AIA) 

I have chosen Australian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian International Academy because of 
its unique feature, facilities (services) and its location. AIA is a professional college located in 
Australia, which mostly fo-cuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management, Child 
care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and compete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to all 
of its students and continually investing in latest tech-nology, spaces, and support services. It 
also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure indi-viduals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling service provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transportation. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Education and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the other ed-ucation provider like 
Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course but the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 per year 
respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 12,000 for Diploma of Accounting which last for 78 
weeks and AUD 15,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information Technology that lasts for 78 
weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology related courses. I do not have 
any confusion that this college would provide me every-thing that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international students.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 

and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

Australasian International Academy aims at all times to provide a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training or-ganization, Australasian 
International Academy (AIA) is bound to comply with the Vocational Quality Framework (VQF), 
the National Code of Practice 2007 and other requirements specified by the Australian Skills 
Quality Author-ity (ASQA). Furthermore, AIA has affordable college fee which is one of the 
considerable factor coming from a developing country. In addition, its class timetable is 
flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. 

REASON TO CHOOSE THE PARTICULAR COURSE (Diploma and Advanced Diplo-ma of Accounting) 

There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Edu-cation and Training 
Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, going 
through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and knowledge 
and I will get a chance to learn about Accounting in more depth. My chosen course teaches 
the account-ing skills required in every business sector, giving graduates a very competitive 
edge when looking for employment in this field. The course has been designed to produce 
qualified accountants and focus on preparing students for a career in banking, insurance, 
investment, and financial services.

To my observation, all the units during study are equally important and seem to be designed 
to meet the need of Accounting and Business field. The study of diploma of accounting 78 
weeks course contains 11 units including where I will learn to prepare financial reports to 
corporate entities, manage budget and forecast, Implement and maintain internal control 
procedure, provide financial and business performance information, prepare tax 
documentation for individ-ual, provide management accounting information as a core unit 

and prepare financial reports, prepare financial transactions and so on as elective unit. 
Whereas Advance diploma of  accounting 78 weeks course contain 14 units, where I will learn 
to interpret and use financial strategy and tools, apply eco-nomic principles to work in 
financial service industry as a core unit and man-age budget and forecasts and so on as an 
elective unit. 

Accountancy can provide a pathway for the below job titles:
- Taxation officers
- Bankers
- Entrepreneurs
- Forensic Accountants  
- Investment Managers
- Auditors
- Stockbroking Managers
- Traders
- Investment Analysts
- Financial Advisors
- Management Consultants

Regarding My Finance and Future Plan:
 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to spon-sor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal 
is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look 
after them as I come back.I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educa-tional matters along with gaining 
international experience.
 

I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational mat-ters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of ad-vance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree es-pecially Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) and Bachelor of Business 
(Pro-fessional Accounting). After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will also get a 2 
years’ Post Study Work (PSW) service under which I’ll get a chance to work in Australia which 
will help me in gaining some experience in my field. After gaining an international experience, 
skill and knowledge I will like to return my own country, Nepal and start my own business of 
Taxation and Auditing or I could also find a good job in some reputed multinational 
companies such as Unilever Nepal, Coca-cola, Hyatt regency, Chaudhary Group (CG) etc. Not 
only that, I can also get job at reputed financial institu-tions such as Nepal Bank, Nabil Bank, 
Everest Bank, Standard Chartered Bank etc or even in I/NGOs or private firms at the post of 
Senior Accountant or even as Financial Advisor. I am confident that within couple of years I 
can meet up the all expenses which I spend on Australia because my expected sala-ry will be 
90,000-100,000 NRS, according to salaryexplorers.com (that enlist the average salary of 
professionals in Nepal). Since, I am the only son of my parents; I have a lot of responsibilities 
towards them which I must fulfill. So, after graduation I’ll return to Nepal and fulfill all the 
dreams of my parents. I believe a prolonging career in this field. I will also do my best to 
defend chal-lenges in the knowledge acquiring stages and go on my aim smoothly. 
 
Moreover, being the youngest son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and en-couraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
ca-reer. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my de-gree and some experience, I will return back to 
my country.

Conclusion: 

Also, I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like;
- Maintaining 80% of attendance
- Work permit of 40hrs per fortnight
- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
- Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
- Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details.
- I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Vi-sa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condition. 

Finally, I believe that my study in the field of Accounting will provide me with a sound base for 
further study. Therefore, I hope to have a positive response to-wards my proposed study in 
Australia and request you to grant me a visa permis-sion required for the same.

Sincerely 

………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

My name is……………….., permanent resident of ……………………previously ……………………..son of…………..and 
………………... I was born in………. To speak about myself, I would like to say that I have been splendid 
student in all my academic embankments, helpfulness is something that resides in my veins. 
In addition, I have always been a very good and quick learner whole my life; as a result, I have 
gotten appreciation and applause for everything I have done so far. My immense interest in 
accounting emerged with my early exposure towards accounting course since my 
schooldays.

I look up to my parents as a driving factor to move ahead in life for they never miss a chance 
to admire me and my work; Needless to say, they have heavily sup-ported me throughout my 
academic journey. Perhaps, I strongly agree when people say “I have inherited lots of their 
attributes such as: resilience, humble-ness, hardworking attitude and thankfulness.” I have 
always realized the im-portance of  Higher education in my life. The fact cannot be denied 
that education makes one social, cultured and civilized. Therefore, I passed my S.L.C with 1st 
di-vision (78.88%) from Ketu English boarding School Ramche in 2015. Subsequent-ly, I enrolled 
into Liverpool international secondary school, Nayabaneshwor, Kathmandu from where I 
completed my intermediate level with 58.10 % aggre-gate in 2017. 

In the process of choosing my future destination, I came across Australia and has regarded it 
as one of the best destination to expand my talent into the field of ac-counting. Therefore, I 
joined IELTS classes and managed to score band score 5.5 overall in IELTS; which is not 
however, I still believe not my full capacity. 

REASON TO CHOOSE AUSTRALIA  
Accountancy is crucial as it provides updates on the finance health of the com-pany. It 
advises the company of the progress and impending problems that needs to be addressed. 
This is the department that makes numbers and figures an exciting topic during management 
meetings. In the 2015 QS World Univer-sity Rankings: Accounting and Finance, six (6) Australian 
universities were cited in the Top 50 band.  Total of seventeen (17) Australian universities were 
cited in the Top 200: 2015 QS World University Rankings: Accounting and Finance. The Times 
Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2015 has cited thirty-one (31) Australian 
universities in the Top 800 band. Students of accountancy in Australia are taught using the 
state of the art tech-nology available in the field of accountancy. Education providers invest in 
de-veloping systems, applications and researches. The chance of getting experi-enced 
accounting educators with different racial backgrounds is high. Interna-tional students are 
exposed to various disciplines, allowing them to understand the practices in other parts of the 
world. There are three (3) professional ac-counting bodies for accountants in Australia: CPA 
Australia, Institute of Char-tered Accountants and Institute of Public Accountants. Completing 
an accred-ited degree is the recognised pathway to associate membership to CPA Aus-tralia 
and Institute of Chartered Accountants.  

There are number of reasons to why I chose Australia as my destination for fur-ther studies.
*Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.

*UK’s climate, weather and cost of living are not as attractive as those of Austral-ia.
*USA’s tuition fees are more or less similar with those of Australia; however, USA does not 
practice a uniform, whole nation accreditation system like Australia. I am also not guaranteed 
the quality of service after making such huge investment.

*Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment, and ranks as third most 
sought destination for international students with its universities con-sistently ranked among 
the top universities in the world.

*Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies frame-work and this 
gives strong confidence to its quality.

*Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputa-tion for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification.

*Australia provides unique kind of education and a learning style that encourages innovative, 
creative and independent thinking culture.

*More importantly, the nursing education in Australia is world renowned to be practical with 
primary focus on employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia 
are very successful in finding jobs and holding promi-nent position in my country.

*Australia also practices ESOS act (Education Service for Oversees Students) for international 
students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our rights 
to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study and 
other relevant information about institution.

*CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) is 
also an important factor of Australian Education System which en-sures quality education to 
international students.

*TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Australia. 

Why Sydney? 

Sydney is one of the major cities in Australia; it is well familiar with top class edu-cation and 
technologies. Along with this, it is the best place than any other cities due to climate, nature of 
people and educational institutes. Climatic conditions of Sydney are also similar to Nepal so 

we can easily adjust over there. Thousands of international students from different countries 
come to fulfil their ambitions in Sydney, so it is a multicultural city having rich blend of 
ethnicities. Studying in such environment of Australia’s educational and financial hub will 
definitely give me international exposure which can turn out to be very beneficial in future.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL 

Also, I chose to study in Australia over my home country Nepal. My country is my pride no 
matter what but unfortunately, my country is still struggling through political, economic as 
well as social stability. These instabilities is af-fecting the life of people, from students to 
employees. The frequent strikes and shutting down of institutions and organization is affecting 
the life of people. The education system is also being affected due to frequent strikes. Also, the 
educational curriculum in Nepal is narrowed down to theories only. The prac-tical approach is 
skipped in all most all of the courses. So to enhance my ca-pability to fit in the job market and 
meet the employer’s requirement I want to unlock all my capabilities through theoretical as 
well as practical approach. I have learnt that Australia provides best possible education 
through both theo-retical and practical approach.

I did extensive research in Nepal and visited the Universities ( Pokhara, Purb-anchal and 
Tribhuvan) here for a Bachelors course first. But seeing the sylla-bus and theoretical way of 
handling things, I thought studying a Vocational sector program will be better as they are 
courses, which were established for their Vocational focus. I then checked out different 
colleges in Nepal like Tribhuvan University (their vocational sector), Acme College, Kathmandu 
col-lege etc. But here too I found a dearth in the way the subjects were taught. In fact the 
syllabus of the diplomas offered by them were outdated. None of the advances in the field, nor 
the use of technology was seen. This prompted me to look overseas for my higher 
qualification.

REASON FOR CHOOSING THE EDUCATION PROVIDER (AIA) 

I have chosen Australian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian International Academy because of 
its unique feature, facilities (services) and its location. AIA is a professional college located in 
Australia, which mostly fo-cuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management, Child 
care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and compete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to all 
of its students and continually investing in latest tech-nology, spaces, and support services. It 
also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure indi-viduals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling service provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transportation. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Education and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the other ed-ucation provider like 
Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course but the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 per year 
respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 12,000 for Diploma of Accounting which last for 78 
weeks and AUD 15,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information Technology that lasts for 78 
weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology related courses. I do not have 
any confusion that this college would provide me every-thing that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international students.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 

and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

Australasian International Academy aims at all times to provide a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training or-ganization, Australasian 
International Academy (AIA) is bound to comply with the Vocational Quality Framework (VQF), 
the National Code of Practice 2007 and other requirements specified by the Australian Skills 
Quality Author-ity (ASQA). Furthermore, AIA has affordable college fee which is one of the 
considerable factor coming from a developing country. In addition, its class timetable is 
flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. 

REASON TO CHOOSE THE PARTICULAR COURSE (Diploma and Advanced Diplo-ma of Accounting) 

There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Edu-cation and Training 
Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, going 
through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and knowledge 
and I will get a chance to learn about Accounting in more depth. My chosen course teaches 
the account-ing skills required in every business sector, giving graduates a very competitive 
edge when looking for employment in this field. The course has been designed to produce 
qualified accountants and focus on preparing students for a career in banking, insurance, 
investment, and financial services.

To my observation, all the units during study are equally important and seem to be designed 
to meet the need of Accounting and Business field. The study of diploma of accounting 78 
weeks course contains 11 units including where I will learn to prepare financial reports to 
corporate entities, manage budget and forecast, Implement and maintain internal control 
procedure, provide financial and business performance information, prepare tax 
documentation for individ-ual, provide management accounting information as a core unit 

and prepare financial reports, prepare financial transactions and so on as elective unit. 
Whereas Advance diploma of  accounting 78 weeks course contain 14 units, where I will learn 
to interpret and use financial strategy and tools, apply eco-nomic principles to work in 
financial service industry as a core unit and man-age budget and forecasts and so on as an 
elective unit. 

Accountancy can provide a pathway for the below job titles:
- Taxation officers
- Bankers
- Entrepreneurs
- Forensic Accountants  
- Investment Managers
- Auditors
- Stockbroking Managers
- Traders
- Investment Analysts
- Financial Advisors
- Management Consultants

Regarding My Finance and Future Plan:
 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to spon-sor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal 
is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look 
after them as I come back.I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educa-tional matters along with gaining 
international experience.
 

I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational mat-ters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of ad-vance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree es-pecially Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) and Bachelor of Business 
(Pro-fessional Accounting). After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will also get a 2 
years’ Post Study Work (PSW) service under which I’ll get a chance to work in Australia which 
will help me in gaining some experience in my field. After gaining an international experience, 
skill and knowledge I will like to return my own country, Nepal and start my own business of 
Taxation and Auditing or I could also find a good job in some reputed multinational 
companies such as Unilever Nepal, Coca-cola, Hyatt regency, Chaudhary Group (CG) etc. Not 
only that, I can also get job at reputed financial institu-tions such as Nepal Bank, Nabil Bank, 
Everest Bank, Standard Chartered Bank etc or even in I/NGOs or private firms at the post of 
Senior Accountant or even as Financial Advisor. I am confident that within couple of years I 
can meet up the all expenses which I spend on Australia because my expected sala-ry will be 
90,000-100,000 NRS, according to salaryexplorers.com (that enlist the average salary of 
professionals in Nepal). Since, I am the only son of my parents; I have a lot of responsibilities 
towards them which I must fulfill. So, after graduation I’ll return to Nepal and fulfill all the 
dreams of my parents. I believe a prolonging career in this field. I will also do my best to 
defend chal-lenges in the knowledge acquiring stages and go on my aim smoothly. 
 
Moreover, being the youngest son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and en-couraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
ca-reer. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my de-gree and some experience, I will return back to 
my country.

Conclusion: 

Also, I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like;
- Maintaining 80% of attendance
- Work permit of 40hrs per fortnight
- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
- Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
- Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details.
- I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Vi-sa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condition. 

Finally, I believe that my study in the field of Accounting will provide me with a sound base for 
further study. Therefore, I hope to have a positive response to-wards my proposed study in 
Australia and request you to grant me a visa permis-sion required for the same.

Sincerely 

………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

My name is……………….., permanent resident of ……………………previously ……………………..son of…………..and 
………………... I was born in………. To speak about myself, I would like to say that I have been splendid 
student in all my academic embankments, helpfulness is something that resides in my veins. 
In addition, I have always been a very good and quick learner whole my life; as a result, I have 
gotten appreciation and applause for everything I have done so far. My immense interest in 
accounting emerged with my early exposure towards accounting course since my 
schooldays.

I look up to my parents as a driving factor to move ahead in life for they never miss a chance 
to admire me and my work; Needless to say, they have heavily sup-ported me throughout my 
academic journey. Perhaps, I strongly agree when people say “I have inherited lots of their 
attributes such as: resilience, humble-ness, hardworking attitude and thankfulness.” I have 
always realized the im-portance of  Higher education in my life. The fact cannot be denied 
that education makes one social, cultured and civilized. Therefore, I passed my S.L.C with 1st 
di-vision (78.88%) from Ketu English boarding School Ramche in 2015. Subsequent-ly, I enrolled 
into Liverpool international secondary school, Nayabaneshwor, Kathmandu from where I 
completed my intermediate level with 58.10 % aggre-gate in 2017. 

In the process of choosing my future destination, I came across Australia and has regarded it 
as one of the best destination to expand my talent into the field of ac-counting. Therefore, I 
joined IELTS classes and managed to score band score 5.5 overall in IELTS; which is not 
however, I still believe not my full capacity. 

REASON TO CHOOSE AUSTRALIA  
Accountancy is crucial as it provides updates on the finance health of the com-pany. It 
advises the company of the progress and impending problems that needs to be addressed. 
This is the department that makes numbers and figures an exciting topic during management 
meetings. In the 2015 QS World Univer-sity Rankings: Accounting and Finance, six (6) Australian 
universities were cited in the Top 50 band.  Total of seventeen (17) Australian universities were 
cited in the Top 200: 2015 QS World University Rankings: Accounting and Finance. The Times 
Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2015 has cited thirty-one (31) Australian 
universities in the Top 800 band. Students of accountancy in Australia are taught using the 
state of the art tech-nology available in the field of accountancy. Education providers invest in 
de-veloping systems, applications and researches. The chance of getting experi-enced 
accounting educators with different racial backgrounds is high. Interna-tional students are 
exposed to various disciplines, allowing them to understand the practices in other parts of the 
world. There are three (3) professional ac-counting bodies for accountants in Australia: CPA 
Australia, Institute of Char-tered Accountants and Institute of Public Accountants. Completing 
an accred-ited degree is the recognised pathway to associate membership to CPA Aus-tralia 
and Institute of Chartered Accountants.  

There are number of reasons to why I chose Australia as my destination for fur-ther studies.
*Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.

*UK’s climate, weather and cost of living are not as attractive as those of Austral-ia.
*USA’s tuition fees are more or less similar with those of Australia; however, USA does not 
practice a uniform, whole nation accreditation system like Australia. I am also not guaranteed 
the quality of service after making such huge investment.

*Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment, and ranks as third most 
sought destination for international students with its universities con-sistently ranked among 
the top universities in the world.

*Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies frame-work and this 
gives strong confidence to its quality.

*Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputa-tion for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification.

*Australia provides unique kind of education and a learning style that encourages innovative, 
creative and independent thinking culture.

*More importantly, the nursing education in Australia is world renowned to be practical with 
primary focus on employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia 
are very successful in finding jobs and holding promi-nent position in my country.

*Australia also practices ESOS act (Education Service for Oversees Students) for international 
students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our rights 
to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study and 
other relevant information about institution.

*CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) is 
also an important factor of Australian Education System which en-sures quality education to 
international students.

*TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Australia. 

Why Sydney? 

Sydney is one of the major cities in Australia; it is well familiar with top class edu-cation and 
technologies. Along with this, it is the best place than any other cities due to climate, nature of 
people and educational institutes. Climatic conditions of Sydney are also similar to Nepal so 

we can easily adjust over there. Thousands of international students from different countries 
come to fulfil their ambitions in Sydney, so it is a multicultural city having rich blend of 
ethnicities. Studying in such environment of Australia’s educational and financial hub will 
definitely give me international exposure which can turn out to be very beneficial in future.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL 

Also, I chose to study in Australia over my home country Nepal. My country is my pride no 
matter what but unfortunately, my country is still struggling through political, economic as 
well as social stability. These instabilities is af-fecting the life of people, from students to 
employees. The frequent strikes and shutting down of institutions and organization is affecting 
the life of people. The education system is also being affected due to frequent strikes. Also, the 
educational curriculum in Nepal is narrowed down to theories only. The prac-tical approach is 
skipped in all most all of the courses. So to enhance my ca-pability to fit in the job market and 
meet the employer’s requirement I want to unlock all my capabilities through theoretical as 
well as practical approach. I have learnt that Australia provides best possible education 
through both theo-retical and practical approach.

I did extensive research in Nepal and visited the Universities ( Pokhara, Purb-anchal and 
Tribhuvan) here for a Bachelors course first. But seeing the sylla-bus and theoretical way of 
handling things, I thought studying a Vocational sector program will be better as they are 
courses, which were established for their Vocational focus. I then checked out different 
colleges in Nepal like Tribhuvan University (their vocational sector), Acme College, Kathmandu 
col-lege etc. But here too I found a dearth in the way the subjects were taught. In fact the 
syllabus of the diplomas offered by them were outdated. None of the advances in the field, nor 
the use of technology was seen. This prompted me to look overseas for my higher 
qualification.

REASON FOR CHOOSING THE EDUCATION PROVIDER (AIA) 

I have chosen Australian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian International Academy because of 
its unique feature, facilities (services) and its location. AIA is a professional college located in 
Australia, which mostly fo-cuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management, Child 
care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and compete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to all 
of its students and continually investing in latest tech-nology, spaces, and support services. It 
also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure indi-viduals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling service provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transportation. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Education and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the other ed-ucation provider like 
Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course but the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 per year 
respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 12,000 for Diploma of Accounting which last for 78 
weeks and AUD 15,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information Technology that lasts for 78 
weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology related courses. I do not have 
any confusion that this college would provide me every-thing that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international students.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 

and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

Australasian International Academy aims at all times to provide a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training or-ganization, Australasian 
International Academy (AIA) is bound to comply with the Vocational Quality Framework (VQF), 
the National Code of Practice 2007 and other requirements specified by the Australian Skills 
Quality Author-ity (ASQA). Furthermore, AIA has affordable college fee which is one of the 
considerable factor coming from a developing country. In addition, its class timetable is 
flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. 

REASON TO CHOOSE THE PARTICULAR COURSE (Diploma and Advanced Diplo-ma of Accounting) 

There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Edu-cation and Training 
Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, going 
through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and knowledge 
and I will get a chance to learn about Accounting in more depth. My chosen course teaches 
the account-ing skills required in every business sector, giving graduates a very competitive 
edge when looking for employment in this field. The course has been designed to produce 
qualified accountants and focus on preparing students for a career in banking, insurance, 
investment, and financial services.

To my observation, all the units during study are equally important and seem to be designed 
to meet the need of Accounting and Business field. The study of diploma of accounting 78 
weeks course contains 11 units including where I will learn to prepare financial reports to 
corporate entities, manage budget and forecast, Implement and maintain internal control 
procedure, provide financial and business performance information, prepare tax 
documentation for individ-ual, provide management accounting information as a core unit 

and prepare financial reports, prepare financial transactions and so on as elective unit. 
Whereas Advance diploma of  accounting 78 weeks course contain 14 units, where I will learn 
to interpret and use financial strategy and tools, apply eco-nomic principles to work in 
financial service industry as a core unit and man-age budget and forecasts and so on as an 
elective unit. 

Accountancy can provide a pathway for the below job titles:
- Taxation officers
- Bankers
- Entrepreneurs
- Forensic Accountants  
- Investment Managers
- Auditors
- Stockbroking Managers
- Traders
- Investment Analysts
- Financial Advisors
- Management Consultants

Regarding My Finance and Future Plan:
 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to spon-sor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal 
is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look 
after them as I come back.I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educa-tional matters along with gaining 
international experience.
 

I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational mat-ters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of ad-vance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree es-pecially Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) and Bachelor of Business 
(Pro-fessional Accounting). After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will also get a 2 
years’ Post Study Work (PSW) service under which I’ll get a chance to work in Australia which 
will help me in gaining some experience in my field. After gaining an international experience, 
skill and knowledge I will like to return my own country, Nepal and start my own business of 
Taxation and Auditing or I could also find a good job in some reputed multinational 
companies such as Unilever Nepal, Coca-cola, Hyatt regency, Chaudhary Group (CG) etc. Not 
only that, I can also get job at reputed financial institu-tions such as Nepal Bank, Nabil Bank, 
Everest Bank, Standard Chartered Bank etc or even in I/NGOs or private firms at the post of 
Senior Accountant or even as Financial Advisor. I am confident that within couple of years I 
can meet up the all expenses which I spend on Australia because my expected sala-ry will be 
90,000-100,000 NRS, according to salaryexplorers.com (that enlist the average salary of 
professionals in Nepal). Since, I am the only son of my parents; I have a lot of responsibilities 
towards them which I must fulfill. So, after graduation I’ll return to Nepal and fulfill all the 
dreams of my parents. I believe a prolonging career in this field. I will also do my best to 
defend chal-lenges in the knowledge acquiring stages and go on my aim smoothly. 
 
Moreover, being the youngest son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and en-couraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
ca-reer. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my de-gree and some experience, I will return back to 
my country.

Conclusion: 

Also, I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like;
- Maintaining 80% of attendance
- Work permit of 40hrs per fortnight
- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
- Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
- Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details.
- I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Vi-sa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condition. 

Finally, I believe that my study in the field of Accounting will provide me with a sound base for 
further study. Therefore, I hope to have a positive response to-wards my proposed study in 
Australia and request you to grant me a visa permis-sion required for the same.

Sincerely 

………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

My name is……………….., permanent resident of ……………………previously ……………………..son of…………..and 
………………... I was born in………. To speak about myself, I would like to say that I have been splendid 
student in all my academic embankments, helpfulness is something that resides in my veins. 
In addition, I have always been a very good and quick learner whole my life; as a result, I have 
gotten appreciation and applause for everything I have done so far. My immense interest in 
accounting emerged with my early exposure towards accounting course since my 
schooldays.

I look up to my parents as a driving factor to move ahead in life for they never miss a chance 
to admire me and my work; Needless to say, they have heavily sup-ported me throughout my 
academic journey. Perhaps, I strongly agree when people say “I have inherited lots of their 
attributes such as: resilience, humble-ness, hardworking attitude and thankfulness.” I have 
always realized the im-portance of  Higher education in my life. The fact cannot be denied 
that education makes one social, cultured and civilized. Therefore, I passed my S.L.C with 1st 
di-vision (78.88%) from Ketu English boarding School Ramche in 2015. Subsequent-ly, I enrolled 
into Liverpool international secondary school, Nayabaneshwor, Kathmandu from where I 
completed my intermediate level with 58.10 % aggre-gate in 2017. 

In the process of choosing my future destination, I came across Australia and has regarded it 
as one of the best destination to expand my talent into the field of ac-counting. Therefore, I 
joined IELTS classes and managed to score band score 5.5 overall in IELTS; which is not 
however, I still believe not my full capacity. 

REASON TO CHOOSE AUSTRALIA  
Accountancy is crucial as it provides updates on the finance health of the com-pany. It 
advises the company of the progress and impending problems that needs to be addressed. 
This is the department that makes numbers and figures an exciting topic during management 
meetings. In the 2015 QS World Univer-sity Rankings: Accounting and Finance, six (6) Australian 
universities were cited in the Top 50 band.  Total of seventeen (17) Australian universities were 
cited in the Top 200: 2015 QS World University Rankings: Accounting and Finance. The Times 
Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2015 has cited thirty-one (31) Australian 
universities in the Top 800 band. Students of accountancy in Australia are taught using the 
state of the art tech-nology available in the field of accountancy. Education providers invest in 
de-veloping systems, applications and researches. The chance of getting experi-enced 
accounting educators with different racial backgrounds is high. Interna-tional students are 
exposed to various disciplines, allowing them to understand the practices in other parts of the 
world. There are three (3) professional ac-counting bodies for accountants in Australia: CPA 
Australia, Institute of Char-tered Accountants and Institute of Public Accountants. Completing 
an accred-ited degree is the recognised pathway to associate membership to CPA Aus-tralia 
and Institute of Chartered Accountants.  

There are number of reasons to why I chose Australia as my destination for fur-ther studies.
*Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.

*UK’s climate, weather and cost of living are not as attractive as those of Austral-ia.
*USA’s tuition fees are more or less similar with those of Australia; however, USA does not 
practice a uniform, whole nation accreditation system like Australia. I am also not guaranteed 
the quality of service after making such huge investment.

*Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment, and ranks as third most 
sought destination for international students with its universities con-sistently ranked among 
the top universities in the world.

*Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies frame-work and this 
gives strong confidence to its quality.

*Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputa-tion for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification.

*Australia provides unique kind of education and a learning style that encourages innovative, 
creative and independent thinking culture.

*More importantly, the nursing education in Australia is world renowned to be practical with 
primary focus on employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia 
are very successful in finding jobs and holding promi-nent position in my country.

*Australia also practices ESOS act (Education Service for Oversees Students) for international 
students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our rights 
to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study and 
other relevant information about institution.

*CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) is 
also an important factor of Australian Education System which en-sures quality education to 
international students.

*TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Australia. 

Why Sydney? 

Sydney is one of the major cities in Australia; it is well familiar with top class edu-cation and 
technologies. Along with this, it is the best place than any other cities due to climate, nature of 
people and educational institutes. Climatic conditions of Sydney are also similar to Nepal so 

we can easily adjust over there. Thousands of international students from different countries 
come to fulfil their ambitions in Sydney, so it is a multicultural city having rich blend of 
ethnicities. Studying in such environment of Australia’s educational and financial hub will 
definitely give me international exposure which can turn out to be very beneficial in future.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL 

Also, I chose to study in Australia over my home country Nepal. My country is my pride no 
matter what but unfortunately, my country is still struggling through political, economic as 
well as social stability. These instabilities is af-fecting the life of people, from students to 
employees. The frequent strikes and shutting down of institutions and organization is affecting 
the life of people. The education system is also being affected due to frequent strikes. Also, the 
educational curriculum in Nepal is narrowed down to theories only. The prac-tical approach is 
skipped in all most all of the courses. So to enhance my ca-pability to fit in the job market and 
meet the employer’s requirement I want to unlock all my capabilities through theoretical as 
well as practical approach. I have learnt that Australia provides best possible education 
through both theo-retical and practical approach.

I did extensive research in Nepal and visited the Universities ( Pokhara, Purb-anchal and 
Tribhuvan) here for a Bachelors course first. But seeing the sylla-bus and theoretical way of 
handling things, I thought studying a Vocational sector program will be better as they are 
courses, which were established for their Vocational focus. I then checked out different 
colleges in Nepal like Tribhuvan University (their vocational sector), Acme College, Kathmandu 
col-lege etc. But here too I found a dearth in the way the subjects were taught. In fact the 
syllabus of the diplomas offered by them were outdated. None of the advances in the field, nor 
the use of technology was seen. This prompted me to look overseas for my higher 
qualification.

REASON FOR CHOOSING THE EDUCATION PROVIDER (AIA) 

I have chosen Australian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian International Academy because of 
its unique feature, facilities (services) and its location. AIA is a professional college located in 
Australia, which mostly fo-cuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management, Child 
care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and compete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to all 
of its students and continually investing in latest tech-nology, spaces, and support services. It 
also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure indi-viduals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling service provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transportation. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Education and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the other ed-ucation provider like 
Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course but the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 per year 
respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 12,000 for Diploma of Accounting which last for 78 
weeks and AUD 15,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information Technology that lasts for 78 
weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology related courses. I do not have 
any confusion that this college would provide me every-thing that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international students.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 

and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

Australasian International Academy aims at all times to provide a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training or-ganization, Australasian 
International Academy (AIA) is bound to comply with the Vocational Quality Framework (VQF), 
the National Code of Practice 2007 and other requirements specified by the Australian Skills 
Quality Author-ity (ASQA). Furthermore, AIA has affordable college fee which is one of the 
considerable factor coming from a developing country. In addition, its class timetable is 
flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. 

REASON TO CHOOSE THE PARTICULAR COURSE (Diploma and Advanced Diplo-ma of Accounting) 

There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Edu-cation and Training 
Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, going 
through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and knowledge 
and I will get a chance to learn about Accounting in more depth. My chosen course teaches 
the account-ing skills required in every business sector, giving graduates a very competitive 
edge when looking for employment in this field. The course has been designed to produce 
qualified accountants and focus on preparing students for a career in banking, insurance, 
investment, and financial services.

To my observation, all the units during study are equally important and seem to be designed 
to meet the need of Accounting and Business field. The study of diploma of accounting 78 
weeks course contains 11 units including where I will learn to prepare financial reports to 
corporate entities, manage budget and forecast, Implement and maintain internal control 
procedure, provide financial and business performance information, prepare tax 
documentation for individ-ual, provide management accounting information as a core unit 

and prepare financial reports, prepare financial transactions and so on as elective unit. 
Whereas Advance diploma of  accounting 78 weeks course contain 14 units, where I will learn 
to interpret and use financial strategy and tools, apply eco-nomic principles to work in 
financial service industry as a core unit and man-age budget and forecasts and so on as an 
elective unit. 

Accountancy can provide a pathway for the below job titles:
- Taxation officers
- Bankers
- Entrepreneurs
- Forensic Accountants  
- Investment Managers
- Auditors
- Stockbroking Managers
- Traders
- Investment Analysts
- Financial Advisors
- Management Consultants

Regarding My Finance and Future Plan:
 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to spon-sor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal 
is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look 
after them as I come back.I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educa-tional matters along with gaining 
international experience.
 

I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational mat-ters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of ad-vance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree es-pecially Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) and Bachelor of Business 
(Pro-fessional Accounting). After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will also get a 2 
years’ Post Study Work (PSW) service under which I’ll get a chance to work in Australia which 
will help me in gaining some experience in my field. After gaining an international experience, 
skill and knowledge I will like to return my own country, Nepal and start my own business of 
Taxation and Auditing or I could also find a good job in some reputed multinational 
companies such as Unilever Nepal, Coca-cola, Hyatt regency, Chaudhary Group (CG) etc. Not 
only that, I can also get job at reputed financial institu-tions such as Nepal Bank, Nabil Bank, 
Everest Bank, Standard Chartered Bank etc or even in I/NGOs or private firms at the post of 
Senior Accountant or even as Financial Advisor. I am confident that within couple of years I 
can meet up the all expenses which I spend on Australia because my expected sala-ry will be 
90,000-100,000 NRS, according to salaryexplorers.com (that enlist the average salary of 
professionals in Nepal). Since, I am the only son of my parents; I have a lot of responsibilities 
towards them which I must fulfill. So, after graduation I’ll return to Nepal and fulfill all the 
dreams of my parents. I believe a prolonging career in this field. I will also do my best to 
defend chal-lenges in the knowledge acquiring stages and go on my aim smoothly. 
 
Moreover, being the youngest son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and en-couraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
ca-reer. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my de-gree and some experience, I will return back to 
my country.

Conclusion: 

Also, I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like;
- Maintaining 80% of attendance
- Work permit of 40hrs per fortnight
- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
- Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
- Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details.
- I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Vi-sa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condition. 

Finally, I believe that my study in the field of Accounting will provide me with a sound base for 
further study. Therefore, I hope to have a positive response to-wards my proposed study in 
Australia and request you to grant me a visa permis-sion required for the same.

Sincerely 

………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

My name is……………….., permanent resident of ……………………previously ……………………..son of…………..and 
………………... I was born in………. To speak about myself, I would like to say that I have been splendid 
student in all my academic embankments, helpfulness is something that resides in my veins. 
In addition, I have always been a very good and quick learner whole my life; as a result, I have 
gotten appreciation and applause for everything I have done so far. My immense interest in 
accounting emerged with my early exposure towards accounting course since my 
schooldays.

I look up to my parents as a driving factor to move ahead in life for they never miss a chance 
to admire me and my work; Needless to say, they have heavily sup-ported me throughout my 
academic journey. Perhaps, I strongly agree when people say “I have inherited lots of their 
attributes such as: resilience, humble-ness, hardworking attitude and thankfulness.” I have 
always realized the im-portance of  Higher education in my life. The fact cannot be denied 
that education makes one social, cultured and civilized. Therefore, I passed my S.L.C with 1st 
di-vision (78.88%) from Ketu English boarding School Ramche in 2015. Subsequent-ly, I enrolled 
into Liverpool international secondary school, Nayabaneshwor, Kathmandu from where I 
completed my intermediate level with 58.10 % aggre-gate in 2017. 

In the process of choosing my future destination, I came across Australia and has regarded it 
as one of the best destination to expand my talent into the field of ac-counting. Therefore, I 
joined IELTS classes and managed to score band score 5.5 overall in IELTS; which is not 
however, I still believe not my full capacity. 

REASON TO CHOOSE AUSTRALIA  
Accountancy is crucial as it provides updates on the finance health of the com-pany. It 
advises the company of the progress and impending problems that needs to be addressed. 
This is the department that makes numbers and figures an exciting topic during management 
meetings. In the 2015 QS World Univer-sity Rankings: Accounting and Finance, six (6) Australian 
universities were cited in the Top 50 band.  Total of seventeen (17) Australian universities were 
cited in the Top 200: 2015 QS World University Rankings: Accounting and Finance. The Times 
Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2015 has cited thirty-one (31) Australian 
universities in the Top 800 band. Students of accountancy in Australia are taught using the 
state of the art tech-nology available in the field of accountancy. Education providers invest in 
de-veloping systems, applications and researches. The chance of getting experi-enced 
accounting educators with different racial backgrounds is high. Interna-tional students are 
exposed to various disciplines, allowing them to understand the practices in other parts of the 
world. There are three (3) professional ac-counting bodies for accountants in Australia: CPA 
Australia, Institute of Char-tered Accountants and Institute of Public Accountants. Completing 
an accred-ited degree is the recognised pathway to associate membership to CPA Aus-tralia 
and Institute of Chartered Accountants.  

There are number of reasons to why I chose Australia as my destination for fur-ther studies.
*Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.

*UK’s climate, weather and cost of living are not as attractive as those of Austral-ia.
*USA’s tuition fees are more or less similar with those of Australia; however, USA does not 
practice a uniform, whole nation accreditation system like Australia. I am also not guaranteed 
the quality of service after making such huge investment.

*Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment, and ranks as third most 
sought destination for international students with its universities con-sistently ranked among 
the top universities in the world.

*Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies frame-work and this 
gives strong confidence to its quality.

*Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputa-tion for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification.

*Australia provides unique kind of education and a learning style that encourages innovative, 
creative and independent thinking culture.

*More importantly, the nursing education in Australia is world renowned to be practical with 
primary focus on employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia 
are very successful in finding jobs and holding promi-nent position in my country.

*Australia also practices ESOS act (Education Service for Oversees Students) for international 
students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our rights 
to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study and 
other relevant information about institution.

*CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) is 
also an important factor of Australian Education System which en-sures quality education to 
international students.

*TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Australia. 

Why Sydney? 

Sydney is one of the major cities in Australia; it is well familiar with top class edu-cation and 
technologies. Along with this, it is the best place than any other cities due to climate, nature of 
people and educational institutes. Climatic conditions of Sydney are also similar to Nepal so 

we can easily adjust over there. Thousands of international students from different countries 
come to fulfil their ambitions in Sydney, so it is a multicultural city having rich blend of 
ethnicities. Studying in such environment of Australia’s educational and financial hub will 
definitely give me international exposure which can turn out to be very beneficial in future.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL 

Also, I chose to study in Australia over my home country Nepal. My country is my pride no 
matter what but unfortunately, my country is still struggling through political, economic as 
well as social stability. These instabilities is af-fecting the life of people, from students to 
employees. The frequent strikes and shutting down of institutions and organization is affecting 
the life of people. The education system is also being affected due to frequent strikes. Also, the 
educational curriculum in Nepal is narrowed down to theories only. The prac-tical approach is 
skipped in all most all of the courses. So to enhance my ca-pability to fit in the job market and 
meet the employer’s requirement I want to unlock all my capabilities through theoretical as 
well as practical approach. I have learnt that Australia provides best possible education 
through both theo-retical and practical approach.

I did extensive research in Nepal and visited the Universities ( Pokhara, Purb-anchal and 
Tribhuvan) here for a Bachelors course first. But seeing the sylla-bus and theoretical way of 
handling things, I thought studying a Vocational sector program will be better as they are 
courses, which were established for their Vocational focus. I then checked out different 
colleges in Nepal like Tribhuvan University (their vocational sector), Acme College, Kathmandu 
col-lege etc. But here too I found a dearth in the way the subjects were taught. In fact the 
syllabus of the diplomas offered by them were outdated. None of the advances in the field, nor 
the use of technology was seen. This prompted me to look overseas for my higher 
qualification.

REASON FOR CHOOSING THE EDUCATION PROVIDER (AIA) 

I have chosen Australian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian International Academy because of 
its unique feature, facilities (services) and its location. AIA is a professional college located in 
Australia, which mostly fo-cuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management, Child 
care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and compete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to all 
of its students and continually investing in latest tech-nology, spaces, and support services. It 
also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure indi-viduals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling service provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transportation. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Education and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the other ed-ucation provider like 
Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course but the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 per year 
respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 12,000 for Diploma of Accounting which last for 78 
weeks and AUD 15,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information Technology that lasts for 78 
weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology related courses. I do not have 
any confusion that this college would provide me every-thing that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international students.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 

and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

Australasian International Academy aims at all times to provide a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training or-ganization, Australasian 
International Academy (AIA) is bound to comply with the Vocational Quality Framework (VQF), 
the National Code of Practice 2007 and other requirements specified by the Australian Skills 
Quality Author-ity (ASQA). Furthermore, AIA has affordable college fee which is one of the 
considerable factor coming from a developing country. In addition, its class timetable is 
flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. 

REASON TO CHOOSE THE PARTICULAR COURSE (Diploma and Advanced Diplo-ma of Accounting) 

There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Edu-cation and Training 
Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, going 
through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and knowledge 
and I will get a chance to learn about Accounting in more depth. My chosen course teaches 
the account-ing skills required in every business sector, giving graduates a very competitive 
edge when looking for employment in this field. The course has been designed to produce 
qualified accountants and focus on preparing students for a career in banking, insurance, 
investment, and financial services.

To my observation, all the units during study are equally important and seem to be designed 
to meet the need of Accounting and Business field. The study of diploma of accounting 78 
weeks course contains 11 units including where I will learn to prepare financial reports to 
corporate entities, manage budget and forecast, Implement and maintain internal control 
procedure, provide financial and business performance information, prepare tax 
documentation for individ-ual, provide management accounting information as a core unit 

and prepare financial reports, prepare financial transactions and so on as elective unit. 
Whereas Advance diploma of  accounting 78 weeks course contain 14 units, where I will learn 
to interpret and use financial strategy and tools, apply eco-nomic principles to work in 
financial service industry as a core unit and man-age budget and forecasts and so on as an 
elective unit. 

Accountancy can provide a pathway for the below job titles:
- Taxation officers
- Bankers
- Entrepreneurs
- Forensic Accountants  
- Investment Managers
- Auditors
- Stockbroking Managers
- Traders
- Investment Analysts
- Financial Advisors
- Management Consultants

Regarding My Finance and Future Plan:
 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to spon-sor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal 
is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look 
after them as I come back.I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educa-tional matters along with gaining 
international experience.
 

I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational mat-ters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of ad-vance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree es-pecially Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) and Bachelor of Business 
(Pro-fessional Accounting). After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will also get a 2 
years’ Post Study Work (PSW) service under which I’ll get a chance to work in Australia which 
will help me in gaining some experience in my field. After gaining an international experience, 
skill and knowledge I will like to return my own country, Nepal and start my own business of 
Taxation and Auditing or I could also find a good job in some reputed multinational 
companies such as Unilever Nepal, Coca-cola, Hyatt regency, Chaudhary Group (CG) etc. Not 
only that, I can also get job at reputed financial institu-tions such as Nepal Bank, Nabil Bank, 
Everest Bank, Standard Chartered Bank etc or even in I/NGOs or private firms at the post of 
Senior Accountant or even as Financial Advisor. I am confident that within couple of years I 
can meet up the all expenses which I spend on Australia because my expected sala-ry will be 
90,000-100,000 NRS, according to salaryexplorers.com (that enlist the average salary of 
professionals in Nepal). Since, I am the only son of my parents; I have a lot of responsibilities 
towards them which I must fulfill. So, after graduation I’ll return to Nepal and fulfill all the 
dreams of my parents. I believe a prolonging career in this field. I will also do my best to 
defend chal-lenges in the knowledge acquiring stages and go on my aim smoothly. 
 
Moreover, being the youngest son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and en-couraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
ca-reer. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my de-gree and some experience, I will return back to 
my country.

Conclusion: 

Also, I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like;
- Maintaining 80% of attendance
- Work permit of 40hrs per fortnight
- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
- Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
- Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details.
- I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Vi-sa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condition. 

Finally, I believe that my study in the field of Accounting will provide me with a sound base for 
further study. Therefore, I hope to have a positive response to-wards my proposed study in 
Australia and request you to grant me a visa permis-sion required for the same.

Sincerely 

………………………..


